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ITALY’S VAL DI FIEMME LAND OF ROLLER SKIING
WORLD CHAMPIONSHIPS IN SEPTEMBER

Trentino region hosts the 2015 FIS Rollerski World Championships next September
World’s best roller skiers gathering in Val di Fiemme 
2015 World Cup to take off in Croatia
Keep an eye on www.fiemmeworldcup.com and Social channels 


This is the time of the year when snow lovers and ski passionates enjoy the outdoor activities plus longer and warmer days up in the mountains. Val di Fiemme, in the north-eastern part of Italy, is considered the cradle of Nordic sports and the reason lies in the fact that over 130 World Cup races have been housed here in the past 25 years, the 2013 Winter Universiade took place in the area and most importantly four World Championships have been organised from 1991 to 2014. And the fifth, the 2015 FIS Rollerski World Championships, is on its way.
From 24 to 27 September, world’s top roller skiers will gather in Val di Fiemme and roll fast on the Italian tarmac instead of snow. The official program of the next World Champs reads an Uphill race in classic technique on the very first day that will kick off in the town of Ziano di Fiemme and close in Bellamonte, located at 1.373 meters a.s.l.. Downtown Ziano di Fiemme both Sprint and Team Sprint FT events will take place on Friday and Saturday, while the Mass Start race will bring the curtain down on Sunday 27 September.  
The streets of Val di Fiemme successfully hosted the eventual stage of the 2014 FIS Rollerski World Cup that represented a test-event for the entire valley and the Nordic Ski Fiemme OC in view of this year’s World Championships. 
The 2015 main series will kick off in Oroslavje (Croatia) on 10 July and two weeks later will roll fast in Madona, Latvia. From 21 to 23 August, the 2015 World Cup series will be on in Bad Peterstal, Germany, one month ahead of the Italian World Championships.
All news and updates concerning the next World event in Val di Fiemme are on the official web-page www.fiemmeworldcup.com plus Facebook, Twitter and YouTube.

